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NEW QUESTION: 1
A graph of a data set, composed of a series of rectangles, each
proportional in width to the range of values in a class and
proportional in height to the number of items or fraction of
items falling in these classes, is called which of the
following?
A. Venn diagram.
B. Histogram.
C. Raw data.
D. Ogive.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
When configuring CUCM digit manipulation for calls on a
gateway, which two do you use for prefixing digits
on outgoing calls? (Choose two.)
A. !
B. *
C. 0-9
D. \
E.
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two keywords in Microsoft Visual Basic .NET can you use
to define value types? (Choose two.)
A. Delegate
B. Interface
C. class
D. Enum
E. Structure
Answer: D,E
Explanation:
The value types consist of two main categories:
*Structs
*Enumerations
Note:
*The enum keyword is used to declare an enumeration, a distinct

type that consists of a
set of named constants called the enumerator list.
*A struct type is a value type that is typically used to
encapsulate small groups of related
variables, such as the coordinates of a rectangle or the
characteristics of an item in an
inventory.

NEW QUESTION: 4
In the customer hierarchy of Customer Corporation, Customer
Worldwide is the parent company of Customer USA and Customer
Japan. Customer West is a subsidiary of Customer USA.
Which three statements are true if the Customer Corporation
hierarchy is assigned to a Pay Below Paying relationship?
(Choose three.)
A. Customer USA can pay for Customer Worldwide, Customer West,
and its own transactions.
B. Customer Worldwide can pay for Customer USA, Customer Japan,
Customer West, and its own transactions.
C. Customer USA can pay for Customer West and its own
transactions.
D. Customer Japan can pay its own transactions.
E. Customer Japan can pay for Customer West, Customer USA, and
its own transactions.
Answer: B,C,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Example:
Pay Below Paying Relationships
If you assign one phrase of a relationship type to the Pay
Below relationship group, then relationships that you create
using that relationship type are Pay Below paying
relationships. A Pay Below paying relationship is a
parent-child relationship where each party can pay for its own
transactions, as well as the transactions of all parties that
are lower in the hierarchy (children, grandchildren, and so
on).
If the parties in the diagram shown in the Pay Within paying
relationship section are in a Pay Below paying relationship,
then all accounts of each child party in the relationship will
be available to each parent party in the relationship for
receipt application, commitment application, and so on.
In other words:
Acme Worldwide can pay for Acme USA, Acme Japan, Acme West, and
its own transactions.
Acme USA can pay for Acme West and its own transactions.
Acme Japan can pay for its own transactions.
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